Sanitaire Products

At Sanitaire, our products are designed to help save time and money. Our experience building the longest lasting and most serviceable commercial vacuums has made us both a respected leader and a thoughtful innovator in the commercial cleaning industry.

**BackPack Vacuums**

**QuietClean™ HEPA BackPack Vac**
- **SC535A (Sealed HEPA) (Bagged)**
- **SC530A (Bagged)**
  - **Sealed HEPA Filtration** – Makes the SC535A the ideal solution when indoor air quality is an issue.
  - **10-quart capacity** – For big jobs when you need to extend your cleaning time between bag changes.
  - **Load Dispersion Technology** – Harness design provides added comfort, balance, reduced heat dispersion and less user fatigue.
  - **QuietClean™ Technology** – At 65 dBA, these are ideal for locations where noise must be kept to a minimum.
  - **Convenient Tools** – Keep the right tools at hand as you clean. Both BackPack Vacs come with an assortment of tools and attachments to clean every surface.
  - **CRI Gold Label Certified** – SC535A
  - **CRI Silver Label Certified** – SC530A
  - **LEED compliant** – Per the U.S. Green Building Council.

*SC530 is identical to the SC535 except it has an Allergen Micron Filter.

**10-Quart BackPack**
- **SC420A (Bagged)**
  - **10-quart capacity** – For big jobs when you need to extend your cleaning time between bag changes.
  - **4 Levels of Filtration** – Motor filter, cloth filter, paper bag filter and HEPA filter.
  - **CRI Green-Label Certified** – For indoor air quality.
  - **LEED compliant** – Per the U.S. Green Building Council.

**Specialty Vacuums**

**QuietClean™ Detail Cleaning Canister**
- **SC3700 (Bagged)**
  - **Durable QuietClean™ canister** – Operates at less than 68dBA for day or night time cleaning.
  - **Wide assortment of accessories** – For cleaning bare floors, carpets and detailing commercial environments such as hospitals, hotels and office buildings.
  - **Premium filtration** – Helps improve indoor air quality.
  - **Lightweight, durability** – This commercial canister is easy to maneuver and built to last.

**Wide Area Motorized Sweeper Vacuum**
- **SC6093 (Bagged)**
  - **28” Cleaning Path** – Can reduce your cleaning time by nearly half that of standard vacuum cleaners.
  - **4 Levels of Height Adjustment** – Lets you quickly transition to different cleaning surfaces so that dirt, dust and debris are removed the first time.
  - **3” Diameter Brushroll and 4X Bristles** – Picks up debris that would clog most ordinary vacuums.
Air Movers

Lightweight High-Velocity Air Mover
SC6053A
- Maneuverable and powerful – This 0.5 HP High Velocity Air Mover offers the performance and durability needed to dry carpets and floors fast.
- 3-Speed Control – Switch lets you easily adjust the air speed to meet your drying needs from a maximum air velocity of 3800 ft./minute down to 2700 ft./min.
- Compact, stackable design – The stackable design and small footprint make it easy to store up to 4 High Velocity Air Movers in a small closet or corner.

Precision Air Mover
SC6055
- ½ HP of focused power – Dries carpets and floors fast. Daisy-chain up to 6 units on one 15-amp circuit.
- Squirrel-cage design and axial fan – Pull air in from above for the driest air.
- 3 speeds and 4 drying positions – Let you choose and target drying power exactly where you need it.
- Quiet operation – The Precision Air Mover is much lighter and quieter than our current air mover making it the perfect choice for noise sensitive settings such as education, healthcare and hospitality.

Sweepers

@Hand Sweeper
SC430A
- 4-Brush Manual Sweeper – Adapts to any carpet thickness and bare floors of all types.
- Collapsible handle – Tilts flat to reach under furniture and makes storage easy.
- Removable debris tray – Makes emptying quick and easy.
- Lightweight, manual unit – Goes places a plug-in unit can’t.
- Stainless steel and plastic housing – Is designed to withstand the rigors of every day commercial use.

32 Inch Wide Area Sweeper
SC435
- 4-Brush System and 32” Cleaning Path – Sweeps 10 times faster than a broom and picks up leaves, metal shavings, small pebbles and other debris.
- Corrosive-resistant Housing – Designed to withstand the rigors of outdoor work.
- Fold-down handle – For easy storage.
- 4 Levels of Brush Height Adjustment – Easily accommodate different surfaces and types of debris.
- Removable Hopper – The removable debris compartment hopper lifts out for easy emptying.

Wet-Dry Vacuums

8 Gallon Industrial Wet-Dry Vacuum
SC6060
- Rugged, industrial-grade design – Tested to last 500 hours, 8 times longer than conventional wet-dry vacuums.
- Quick-clip latch – Locks and unlocks tank, so liquids stay secure.
- Drain cap – Allows for easy emptying of fluids.
- Onboard tool tray – Holds the car crevice tool, round brush and 15” floor nozzle with 2 brushes.
- 4 Filtration Levels – Foam, cartridge, exhaust and pre-filter to better clean surfaces and air.

16 Gallon Industrial Wet-Dry Vacuum
SC6065
- Rugged, industrial-grade design – Tested to last 500 hours, 8 times longer than conventional wet-dry vacuums.
- Quick-clip latch – Locks and unlocks tank, so liquids stay secure.
- Drain cap – Allows for easy emptying of fluids.
- Onboard tool tray – Holds the care crevice tool, round brush and 15” floor nozzle with 2 brushes.
- 4 Filtration Levels – Include foam, cartridge, exhaust and pre-filter to better clean surfaces and air.

For more information, go to Sanitairevac.com or call 800.800.8975.
Floor Machines

17 Inch Floor Machine
SC6010D
• Steel housings, Twin-motor capacitors and a 2-idler gear box – Help make this a durable, high-performance cleaner you will use year after year.
• Triple-planetary action – Reduces user fatigue by quickly responding to user movements.
• Safety Shut-off Switch – Helps keep users safe if they need to shut down fast.

17 Inch Dual-Speed Floor Machine
SC6030D
• Dual Motor – Tackles big jobs quickly and thoroughly.
• Steel housings, Twin-motor capacitors and a 3-idler gear box – Help make this a durable, high-performance cleaner you will use year after year.
• Quick Connect Handle – Creates a compact package for shipping and reduced inventory costs.
• 3-Idler Gear Box and Steel Housing – Reduces noise and vibration for the user.

20 Inch Floor Machine
SC6025D
• 20" diameter cleaning surface – Makes quick work of large spaces.
• Steel housings, Twin-motor capacitors and a 2-idler gear box – Help make this a durable, high-performance cleaner you will use year after year.
• Quick Connect Handle – Creates a compact package for shipping and reduced inventory costs.

High Performance Burnisher Floor Machine
SC6045D
• Flexible Pad Driver – Provides full pad-to-floor contact that conforms to high and low spots to provide consistent results on uneven surfaces.
• All Metal Base, Handle Housing, Tube and Trigger Stand – Mean this high performance machine is built to last.
• Quick Connect Handle – Creates a compact package for shipping and reduced inventory costs.

Extractors

Portable Spot Clean Extractor
SC6075
• Large easy-roll wheels, 15 ft. cord and 2 cleaning wands – Let you move around easily to clean up spots on carpets, stairs, upholstery, drapes and vehicles.
• Spray extraction cleaner wand – Provides targeted spray/suction hose nozzle and wand for targeted extraction.
• Removable solution and recovery tank – Makes it easy to empty dirty water and replace clean water and solution for faster cleaning.

Big Wheel Portable Extractor
SC6085
• 10” Transport Wheels – Make it easy to load and unload into a truck bed or up/down stairs.
• 10-Gallon Capacity, 12” Wand, 15’ Hose and 100 PSI Water Pressure – Lets you clean large carpeted areas in record time.
• Front-mounted switches – Make it easy for the operator to find the right one.
• Independently controlled electrical buttons – Help with ease of operation.
• Front-mounted drain hose – Simplifies emptying and filling tanks.

Big Wheel Heated Extractor
SC6088
• Hot Water Cleaning – Break down dirt, grease and oil faster with hot water cleaning.
• 10-Gallon Capacity, 12” Wand, 15’ Hose and 100 PSI Water Pressure – Lets you clean large carpeted areas in record time.
• Front-mounted switches – Make it easy for the operator to find the right one.
• Independently controlled electrical buttons – Help with ease of operation.
• Front-mounted drain hose – Simplifies emptying and filling tanks.
• 10” Transport Wheels – Make it easy to load and unload into a truck bed or up/down stairs.

Butler 3 Gallon Extractor
SC6092
• Small and Lightweight – This 3-gallon extractor is our smallest and easiest to maneuver in compact commercial areas and tight spaces.
• Hand-Mounted Solution Control and Light weight Design – Makes it easy to operate, even for novices.
• Compact Footprint and Folding Handle – Make it easy to store and convenient to ship via ground freight.

For more information, go to Sanitairevac.com or call 800.800.8975.
Extractors

Self-Contained 9G Extractor
SC6095
• **Floating brush and fixed vacuum shoe** – Provides maximum recovery and cleaning power when you have a large area of carpet to clean.
• **Large wheels** – Make for easy balance and transport.
• **18” Wide Cleaning Path** – Means more cleaning in fewer passes.
• **9 Gallon Tank** – Lets you clean with fewer stops for emptying.

Auto Scrubbers

14 Inch Tag Along Scrubber
SC6200
• **14” Cleaning Path** – Portable scrubber is designed to clean small- to medium-size bare floors in restaurants, small retailers, medical offices and classrooms.
• **Cordless, battery-driven machine** – Operates quietly, so it can be used any time.
• **Rechargeable Battery** – Provides 80 minutes of run time.
• **Built-in Dryer** – Eliminates the need for a blower.

Self-Propelled 28-Inch Portable Scrubber
SC6210
• **28” Cleaning Path** – Self-propelled brush scrubber with direct-drive provides straight tracking on slick surfaces for effortless operation.
• **Cover 28,000 sq. ft. per hour** – Just set the adjustable solution rate, and this walk-behind machine performs the work, leaving the floor clean, dry and ready for use.
• **Up to 8 hours of run time** – Means less downtime, so you can clean malls, grocery stores and cafeterias for up to 8 hours before stopping to re-charge.

Cordless 32-Inch Portable Scrubber
SC6220
• **32” Cleaning Path** – Self-propelled brush scrubber with direct-drive provides straight tracking on slick surfaces for effortless cleaning of large spaces.
• **Cover 32,000 sq. ft. per hour** – Just set the adjustable solution rate and this walk-behind machine performs the work, leaving the floor clean, dry and ready for use.
• **Up to 8 hours run time** – Clean malls, grocery stores, cafeterias and other large areas for up to 8 hours.

For more information, go to Sanitairevac.com or call 800.800.8975.